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Is a negative COVID-19 
test (PCR and/or serology) 

required for entry? 

Yes.
Certified negative PCR test for 

every passenger over 5 years 
of age.
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Entry and Exit Requirements in BOLIVIA

The test must be taken 72 
hours prior to departure, 
regardless of the country 

of travel origin.

PCR

Travelers must have health 
insurance with coverage for 

COVID-19 upon entry to 
Bolivia.

HEALTH 
INSURANCE

*Numerous private and public clinics throughout Bolivia offer COVID-19 testing. The PCR test price averages is 

US$ 135.



Are travelers 
required to 
quarantine?

Although the regulations indicate that 
travelers must remain in quarantine for at 

least 10 days after entering Bolivia, none of 
the tourists was forced to fulfill with this 

measure.

NO



RESTRICTIONS
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NO. There are no restrictions on intercity or interstate 
travel either transit restrictions in cities.

Is a curfew in place?



Biosafety 
measures

● The wearing of facemasks in 
public places is mandatory and 
social distancing measures 
must be respected.



BORDERS
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Air borders are open and commercial flights are 
permitted to operate. However, Peru, Argentina 
and Chile have maintained closure of their land 

borders with Bolivia and thus entering and exiting 
Bolivia by land may not be possible at this time.



TRANSPORTATION
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LOCAL FLIGHTS

Flights to the city of 
Uyuni are not 

available until further 
notice.

UYUNI

BOA, AMASZONAS 
and ECOJET maintain 
their flight offer on all 

other routes.

AEROLÍNEAS

Amaszonas airline has 
temporarily suspended 

its flights to 
Rurrenabaque.

RURRENABAQUE



INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS

Commercial airlines operating in Bolivia 

have continued to run periodic flights to 

Miami, Madrid and other foreign 

destinations during Bolivian quarantine 

measures.

The two local airlines currently operating 

international and domestic flights are 

BOA and Amaszonas. Ecojet is only 

operating domestic flights.



PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND LOCAL BUSES

Public transport as well as interdepartmental buses (among 

them to Uyuni and Rurrenabaque) are allowed. Social 

distancing and the use of masks in public vehicles places 

remains obligatory.


